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Asymmetric line shapes for medium energy H and He ions backscattered from topmost adatoms such as
Si�111�-�3��3-Sb and Ni�111�-2�2-O are measured by a toroidal electrostatic analyzer with an excellent
energy resolution. The spectra exhibit a pronounced asymmetric nature and are well fitted by an exponentially
modified Gaussian profile. It is found that the nonperturbative coupled-channel calculations reproduce well the
observed asymmetric line shapes for He+ impact on different materials, although slightly overestimate the
asymmetry for H+ impact on Au. On the other hand, the CASP 3.2 program �involving additional approxima-
tions� gives large underestimates for He ions and overestimates for H ions. This problem has been partially
solved by modifying the order of the implementation of the shell corrections and higher-order effects in the
CASP model.
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Medium energy ion scattering spectroscopy �MEIS� pro-
vides a powerful tool to clarify quantitatively surface and
interface structures1–6 and lattice dynamics near surfaces
regions7–9 in a layer-by-layer fashion. In the high-resolution
MEIS analysis, however, we meet fine structures making the
analysis complicated such as nonequilibrium charge state
distributions10,11 and asymmetric profiles of backscattered
ions,12–14 which are not visible in conventional ion scattering
analysis. For reliable data analysis, it is strongly required to
understand systematically the above phenomena and to de-
rive some expressions analytically. Concerning the asymmet-
ric line shapes, there are some experimental and theoretical
studies reported so far for medium energy H+ impact.15–17

From a theoretical viewpoint, it is essential to calculate the
energy-loss distribution under a single large-angle collision
condition. For individual electrons, a coupled-channel for-
mulation allows for numerical calculations even for strong
electrostatic perturbations.18 Such calculations agree quite
well with the recent experimental data for 100 keV H+

impact.15–17 Unfortunately, these calculations consume very
long computing time. To overcome this problem, a simplified
method to estimate the energy-loss distribution based on the
unitary convolution approximation was proposed.19 This
model is implemented in the CASP program,20 where the
asymmetric line shape is expressed by exponentially modi-
fied Gaussian �EMG� profile.

In this study, high-resolution MEIS spectra are measured
for H+ and He+ ions backscattered from topmost atoms under
a nearly single-collision condition and compared to different
theoretical calculations. Previous comparisons15–17 have been
performed for H projectiles only in the perturbative regime at
100 keV/amu �Z /v=0.5, Z being the projectile nuclear
charge and v the projectile speed, in atomic units�. Z /v is
about 2 in the present case �for He ions�, where the projectile
is not bare and capture and loss come additionally into play.
Here, different higher-order effects will be very important
and experimental results are needed to test theoretical calcu-
lations in this nonperturbative regime.

The experimental energy-loss spectra are obtained from a
toroidal electrostatic analyzer �ESA� with an excellent rela-

tive energy resolution ��E /E� of 1.3�0.1�10−3 �full width
at half maximum �FWHM�, determined from the present ex-
perimental data assuming a Gaussian transmission function�.
The use of gas targets does not easily allow observing back-
scattering spectra under a single-collision condition because
of extremely small scattering yield. This is due to constraint
that the gas target should be dilute enough to suppress mul-
tiple scattering and to keep an ultrahigh vacuum �UHV�. For
small-angle forward scattering �scattering angle: a few
mrad�, however, Auth and Winter21 observed beautiful line
shapes involving elastic and inelastic components using me-
dium energy proton beams and had good agreement between
their observation and the first-order perturbation22 in the
mean energy loss and straggling. In order to view the line
shapes for a large-angle scattering, it is essential to prepare
characteristic surfaces such as adatoms or substrate struc-
tures. We prepared Si�111�-�3��3-Sb, Ni�111�-2�2-O,
and Au�0.25–0.45 ML�/Ni�111� surfaces and measured
in situ the MEIS spectra. How to form the Ni�111�-2�2-O
and Si�111�-�3��3-Sb is referred to the literature.13,23 The
chemisorbed O atoms take an upper position of 1.2 Å from
the top Ni�111� plane24 and the distance between the Sb layer
and the first Si�111� plane is estimated to be 2.63 Å for the
�3��3-Sb surface.25 We deposited Au �0.25–0.45 ML� on
Ni�111� at room temperature using a Knudsen cell at a rate of
0.2 ML/min �1 ML=1.86�1015 atoms /cm2: areal density
of Ni�111��. Figures 1�a�–1�d� indicate the reflection high-
energy electron diffraction �RHEED� patterns taken for
Ni�111�, Ni�111�-2�2-O, Au�0.45 ML�/Ni�111�, and
Si�111�-�3��3-Sb surfaces, respectively. The RHEED pat-
tern observed for Au/Ni�111� shows growth of two-
dimensional �2D� Au�111� islands with the bulk Au–Au bond
length of 2.88 Å �bulk Ni–Ni bond length is 2.49 Å�.

The asymmetric line shapes for H+ and He+ ions under-
going a single atomic collision are basically derived from a
semiclassical approximation,26 shell-by-shell, and
independent-electron models. Based on first-order perturba-
tion theory, Kabachnik et al.22 calculated impact-parameter
�b� dependent electronic energy loss Q�b� assuming a
straight ion trajectory. Using the much more reliable
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coupled-channel method,18,27 we solve the following time-
dependent Schrödinger equation for one active electron:

i�
��e�t�

�t
= Ĥe�t��e�t� , �1�

with

Ĥe�t� = Vpe�R� �t� − r�� + Ĥte�r�� = −
Zpe2

�R� �t� − r��
+ Ĥte�r�� ,

Ĥte = − eVt�r�� + Te�r�e� , �2�

where R� �t�, r�, and r�e denote the internuclear distance, posi-
tion vectors of the active electron scaled from a target
nucleus, and from the center-of-mass of the collision system,
respectively. Vt�r�� and Te�r�e� express a Hartree-Fock-Slater
potential for the active electron28 and kinetic energy of the
active electron in the center-of-mass frame, −e �e�0� the
electronic charge, and Zpe the projectile charge. In the case
of He+ impact, the interaction potential is given by

Vpe�R� �t� − r�� = −
Zpe2

�R� �t� − r��
+� dr��

��1s�r����2

�R� �t� − r� − r���
, �3�

where �1s is the wave function of the 1s state of He+. The

classical projectile trajectory R� �t� can be either determined in
advance by solving the Newtonian equation or simply re-
placed by a straight line. Excitation and ionization probabili-
ties are numerically calculated shell-by-shell allowing the
contributions of transitions for about 500 discrete and con-
tinuum �wave-packet� states with orbital quantum numbers
up to l=8 and energies up to 2mev2 �where me is electron
mass and v is ion velocity�, respectively.

The coupled-channel calculation needs very long comput-
ing time and thus the application is limited to only a few
selected collision systems. Grande and Schiwietz19 synthe-
sized the CASP 3.2 program, which is based on the unitary
convolution approximation and uses a simplified method to
calculate the impact-parameter dependence of inelastic mean
energy loss Q�b�. The energy-loss distribution is then ob-
tained by using the model as proposed by Vickridge and
Amsel29 for resonant nuclear reactions and recently extended
to MEIS.30 The CASP 3.2 is now accessible via URL and
widely utilized. It should be pointed out that this approach is
based on an extension of first-order perturbation theory and
thus it may break down abruptly at low projectile velocities.

Figures 2�a� and 2�b� show the MEIS spectra observed for
100 keV H+ ions and 120 keV He+ ions, respectively, inci-
dent along the �001� axis of Ni�111� and backscattered from
Au on top to 35.3° scaled from the surface normal. The
observed MEIS spectra are well fitted by the EMG shape
proposed by Grande et al.,30 which is expressed by

f��E� =
1

2�0
exp�−

1

2�0
	2�E −

�2

�0

�

��1 + erf	�E − �2/�0

�2�

� , �4�

where erf�x� is an error function, � is the experimental sys-
tem resolution, and �0 quantifying an asymmetry induced by
a large-angle collision. The best fits are obtained assuming
the �0 values of 155 eV for H+ impact and of 185 eV for He+

impact. For 120 keV He+ ions backscattered from Au, the
coupled-channel calculation �b=0, �0=174 eV� reproduces
well the observed MEIS spectrum while slightly overesti-
mates for 100 keV H+ impact on Au �b=0, �0=174 eV�. In
the present coupled-channel calculations electrons in the sub-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 1. RHEED patterns taken for �a� Ni�111�, �b� Ni�111�-2
�2-O, �c� �0.45 ML�/Ni�111�, and �d� Si�111�-�3��3-Sb surfaces.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. �Color online� MEIS spectra observed �circles� for �a�
100 keV H+ and �b� 120 keV He+ ions incident along the �001� axis
and backscattered from Au on top into the �110� direction of
Ni�111�. Black, red, and blue solid and dotted curves denote respec-
tively, the EMG line shapes best fitted to the observed spectra ��0

=155 eV for 100 keV H+, �0=185 eV for 120 keV He+�, derived
from coupled-channel calculations ��0=175 eV for 100 keV H+,
�0=174 eV for 120 keV He+�, and from CASP 3.2 ��0=203 eV for
100 keV H+, �0=103 eV for 120 keV He+�. The dashed curves
�green� indicate the original inelastic energy-loss distributions of
the coupled-channel calculations before being convoluted with the
instrumental function.
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shells with binding energies below that of the 4d state are
taken into account. The dashed curve �green� in each figure
indicates the excitation-ionization probability obtained after
convoluting all corresponding one-electron excitation-
ionization probabilities with each other �not convoluted with
the instrumental function�. Thus, all multiple-reaction pro-
cesses �e.g., double ionization� are included. Nevertheless,
the main contribution comes from a single inner-shell ioniza-
tion.

The energy dependence of the asymmetry �0 is shown in
Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� for H+ and He+ ions backscattered from
Au �0.25–0.5 ML� stacked on Ni�111�. The �0 value in-
creases gradually with increasing incident energy as pre-
dicted by theoretical calculations. For He+ impact, the ob-
served �0 values are much larger than the CASP 3.2 results,
while significantly smaller than the CASP 3.2 data for H+ im-
pact.

The situation for He+ impact on Au is quite the same as
those for Ni�111�-2�2-O, Ni�111�, and Si�111�-�3
��3-Sb. Figure 4 shows Z2 �target Z number� dependence of
the spectrum asymmetry �0 for 120 keV He+ incidence. The
observed �0 values agree rather well with the coupled-
channel calculations. As can be also observed in Fig. 4, the
CASP 3.2 data give much smaller values than the observed
ones. In fact, the description of �0 depends strongly on how
accurate the inner electrons �with binding energies close to
the detector resolution� are treated. Since these electrons
have orbital velocities much larger than projectile one, the

results will be sensitive to shell corrections �effect of elec-
tron motion� and the corresponding interplay with higher-
order effects. We have modified the CASP program by ex-
changing the order of the higher-order effects and shell
corrections. This has a minor effect for the valence electrons
where most of the stopping power comes from. In addition
we have added an estimate for the Barkas effect. This effect
is important for close collisions as well as the long-ranged
dipolar interactions. Since close encounters are reasonably
well described by classical two-body collisions we make use
of the binary model by Sigmund and Schinner31 by using the
Barkas enhancement from this model as a multiplicative cor-
rection factor. No explicit solution has been included for the
polarization due to long-ranged dipolar interactions. This
new program version is called CASP 4.0.

The results of the new CASP version �CASP 4.0� for the
asymmetry parameter �0 are shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� as
a function of the projectile energy. While the new results get
slightly worse for H+ projectiles, they are significantly better
for He+ projectiles. This comes from the interplay between
higher-order effects �that are larger for He case� and the shell
corrections. Now, differently from the CASP 3.2 data, the CASP

4.0 results overestimate the experimental data for both pro-
jectiles. Thus, the remaining disagreement can be consis-
tently attributed either to general uncertainties of the model
such as the shell corrections at low energies or to the simpli-
fied set of oscillator strengths used by the program as default.
In fact, calculations using a more reliable set of oscillator
strengths, as, e.g., the one from Ref. 32 �see dashed-dotted
curves in Fig. 3�, provide a much better overall agreement.

The adatoms or substrate structures except for Ni�111�
used here satisfies almost single-collision conditions. The
�001� incidence and �110� emergence double-alignment ge-
ometry set for Ni�111� also provides nearly single-collision
conditions for the scattering component from Ni. Figure 5
shows exit-angle dependence of the asymmetry �0 for 120
keV He+ ions backscattered from Au and O on Ni�111�.
Here, the incident angle was fixed to 54.7°, corresponding to
incidence along the �001� axis of Ni�111�. As clearly seen,
the asymmetry ��0� is constant for emerging angles up to 70°
for Au/Ni�111� and up to 80° for Ni�111�-2�2-O. At larger
emerging angles, however, the �0 value dramatically in-

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. �Color online� Spectrum asymmetry �0 �circles and tri-
angles� determined as a function of the incident energy for �a� H+

and �b� He+ impacts on Au/Ni�111�. Open square and curves denote
coupled-channel and CASP calculations, respectively. �a� Black dot-
ted line is drawn to guide the eyes.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Z2 dependence of �0 determined experi-
mentally �circles� from coupled-channel �squares� and CASP

�curves� calculations.
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creases owing to interaction with neighboring surface atoms.
The emerging angle dependence of �0 certifies almost a
single-collision condition for emerging angle below 70° for
H+ and He+ impacts, consistent with the CASP 4.0 results.

In summary, we measured the MEIS spectra for H+ and
He+ ions backscattered from O, Ni, Sb, and Au atoms on top

using Ni�111�-2�2-O, Si�111�-�3��3-Sb, and Au�0.25–
0.45 ML�/Ni�111� surfaces, which allowed nearly single-
collision conditions. For Ni�111�, double-alignment geom-
etry ��001� incidence and �110� emergence� also made it
possible to measure the MEIS spectra for ions undergoing a
nearly single collision. The observed MEIS spectra showed a
pronounced asymmetric nature and are well fitted by an
EMG shape. The spectrum asymmetry �0 defining the EMG
line shape calculated from the coupled-channel formulation
agrees well with the observed one even in the cases where
large perturbations take place as for He+ impact on Au. In
contrast, the CASP 3.2 data show much smaller �0 values for
He+ impact on O, Ni, Sb, and Au, while significantly larger
�0 values for H+ impact on Au. The modification on how the
shell corrections are implemented as well as the introduction
of the Barkas effect in the CASP code largely improves the �0

values for He+ impact. The remaining differences may partly
be attributed to the somewhat oversimplified set of oscillator
strengths used as default in the CASP program.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �0 value as a function of emerging angle
determined for 120 keV He+ ions incident at 54.7° and backscat-
tered from Au/Ni�111� and Ni�111�-2�2-O �red and blue circles�.
Dashed-dotted lines indicate new CASP calculations.
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